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 Introduction 

Sirolimus (SRL, formerly rapamycin: C51H79NO13, 

CAS: 53123-88-9) is a lactone-lactam macrolide 

antibiotic with immunosuppressant and anticancer 

effects. It was first identified as an antifungal agent 

produced by the Streptomyces hygroscopicus 

bacterium and was subsequently demonstrated to be a 

potent immunosuppressive agent that was approved by 

the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to be 

used beside cyclosporine or tacrolimus in kidney 

transplantation. In contrast to tacrolimus and 

cyclosporine, which inhibit the production of cytokines, 

sirolimus binds to the FK (peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans 

isomerase) binding protein which modulates the 

activity of the mammalian Target Of Rapamycin 

(mTOR).The mTOR inhibits Interleukin-2-mediated 

signal transduction, resulting in cell cycle stop in the 

G1-S phase and prevents cell cycle progression and 

proliferation, hence blocks the response of T- and B-

cell activation by cytokines. These pharmacological 

properties allow rapamycin not only to be a promising 

immunosuppressant with the absence of nephrotoxicity 

but also to be a possible chemotherapeutic agent 

against many types of solid tumor. SRL is a white to 

off-white powder, insoluble in water, very slightly 

soluble in hexane and petroleum ether, soluble in 

methanol, diethyl ether, and N, N-dimethylformamide 

(DMF) and freely soluble in benzyl alcohol, 

chloroform, acetone, and acetonitrile (ACN).
1-9

 

Validation of new analytical methods for 

pharmaceutical products is a requirement of Current 

Good Manufacturing Practice (cGMP) regulations. As 

stated by the current International Conference on 

Harmonization (ICH) guideline, accuracy, precision, 

linearity and stability of test methods are some of the 

analytical parameters which require assays 

validation.
3,10-13

 Several types of analytical methods 

have been used for quantification of SRL, including 

immunoassay, HPLC ultraviolet, and HPLC mass 

spectrometric detection (HPLC-MS or HPLC/MS/ 

MS). The immunoassay is not commercially available, 

and there is an acute need for an accurate, rapid, and 

simple chromatographic assay to determine SRL in 

drug development procedure and also post marketing 

investigations.
4,7,14,15

 Considering the less complication 
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and readily availability of HPLC-UV method in 

research laboratories and clinic a simple and rapid 

chromatographic method in the present study was 

developed to routine analysis of sirolimus 

concentration. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Chemicals 

Sirolimus was obtained from Poli (Lazio, Italy). HPLC 

grade solvents, such as methanol and acetonitril (ACN) 

were purchased from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). 

Double-distilled water was used during the entire 

HPLC procedure. Analytical grade ammonium acetate, 

sodium lauryl sulphate (SLS) and sodium hydroxide 

were obtained from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). 

 

HPLC conditions 

The RP-HPLC (Beckman, Florida, USA) with a 

variable wavelength ultraviolet spectrophotometric 

detector (166 gold) set at 278 nm. System Gold 

software was used for data acquisition and system Gold 

nouveau software was used for data reporting and 

analysis. 

For the preliminary analysis different columns in 

combination with different solvent systems were tried 

out. Analytical column used for analysis was Knauer 

ODS 5 mm, 4.6 × 150 mm. Column temperature was 

set at 55°C. The mobile phase was a mixture of 70% 

ACN and 30% ammonium acetate buffer (The buffer 

was prepared by dissolving 0.8 g ammonium acetate in 

1000 ml water, adjusted to pH 5.8 with NaOH 1N). 

Injection volume was 150 μl which injected into the 

column using a Hamilton (Bonaduz, Switzerland) 

injector syringe and the isocratic flow rate was set at 

1.5 ml/min. SRL was detected by UV absorption at 278 

nm.  

 

Preparation of standard solutions 

The primary stock solution of sirolimus was prepared 

by dissolving 10 mg sirolimus in methanol in a 50 ml 

volumetric flask to yield a concentration of 200 µg/ml. 

One ml of obtained solution was diluted in 100 ml 

volumetric flask with sodium lauryl sulphate (0.4% in 

water) solution. Finally, working standard solutions 

were prepared by serially dilution with SLS solution to 

obtain sirolimus concentrations of 125, 250, 500, 1000, 

1500, and 2000 ng/ml. 

 

Method Validation 

The optimized RP-HPLC method was validated 

according to ICH guidelines with respect to linearity 

range, sensitivity, accuracy, precision, and stability. 

 

Linearity  

The linearity of an analytical method indicates its 

ability to obtain the response directly proportional to 

the concentration of the analyte in the sample within a 

definite range. The standard curves in the range of 125-

2000 ng/ml were prepared on 3 consecutive days. Each 

set of standards was injected into the column from 

lowest to highest concentration. 

 

Limits of Detection (LOD) and Quantitation (LOQ) 

LOD and LOQ settle on the sensitivity of the method. 

LOD is the lowest concentration of the analyte detected 

by the method and LOQ is the minimum measurable 

concentration. There are three different methods 

indicated in ICH guidelines for determination of LOD 

and LOQ. The first method relies on visual evaluation 

method, second, signal to noise ratio method (the 

signal-to-noise ratio of 3:1 and 10:1 were taken as LOD 

and LOQ respectively) and third is the slope method 

(were calculated by the equations LOD = yb + 3.3sb, 

and LOQ = yb + 10sb where yb is the signal of the 

blank and sb is its SD), which were calculated using 

Gold nouveau software.
7,10,12,13,16-19

 In this study we 

used the slope method for determination of LOD and 

LOQ. 

 

Accuracy and Precision 

Three quality control samples with concentrations at 

three levels (low, medium and high) within calibration 

range were used in triplicates to determine the accuracy 

and precision of the method. The mean measured 

concentrations for all prepared samples were 

considered for intraday and interday accuracy and 

precision evaluation. Accuracy was assessed via 

calculating the percentage deviation of the calculated 

concentration and the theoretical concentration while 

the precision was determined by calculating the 

coefficient of variation percentage (CV %) for intra- 

and inter-day runs. The acceptable value for accuracy is 

less than ±15% deviation from the nominal values and, 

CV% ≤ ±15% for precision.
1,3,7,13,16,18,20

 

 

Stability 

The stability of the drug in analytical solution was 

checked by replicate analysis (N = 3) of the three 

control samples (in low, medium and high 

concentrations) for 6 h (considering the approximate 

time required for preparation of samples and analysis 

by HPLC method) after storage at ambient temperature. 

In all sample stability experiments, the results were 

compared with the sirolimus initial concentrations. The 

acceptable relative error was considered to be ±15 

%.
13,14,21-23

 

 

Results and Discussion 

Linearity 

Linearity of the method was confirmed by preparing 

sirolimus standard curves for the analytical range of 

125–2000 ng/ml. Statistical analysis using least square 

regression indicated excellent linearity for SRL in the 

mentioned range. A good correlation between SRL 

peak heights and drug concentration was observed with 

r
2
 ≥ 0.99 for all standard curves (Table 1). 

Concentration curves for SRL had a mean slope, 

intercept and r
2 
of

 
0.099, -9.82 and 0.996 respectively. 
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Representative chromatogram of serial concentrations 

of SRL in the range 125 nm to 2000 nm is shown in 

Figure 1. The retention time was approximately 8 min. 

 

LOD and LOQ 

The LOD and LOQ were calculated by the equations 

LOD = yb + 3.3sb and LOQ = yb + 10sb where yb is 

the signal of the blank and sb is its SD. Based on these 

equations, the calculated LOD and LOQ values for 

SRL were 22.03 and 56.2 ng/ml, respectively. 
 

Table 1. Linearity data of SRL calibration curves on 3 
consecutive days 

Standard curve Slope Intercept r
2
 

Day 1 0.078 14.34 0.996 

Day 2 0.067 -79.51 0.994 

Day 3 0.091 35.70 0.996 

Mean 0.099 -9.82 0.996 

RSD 0.15 -6.24 0.001 

 

 
Figure 1. Chromatogram of serial concentrations of sirolimus 

 

Accuracy and Precision  

In this study intra- and inter-day precision was 

expressed as percent of coefficient of variation (CV %). 

Accuracy was expressed as the mean percentage of 

analyte recovered in the assay. The Intra-day precision, 

accuracy and relative errors range were 0.86-9.18%, 

100.59-102.44% and 0.59-2.44%, respectively. 

Corresponding results for inter-day evaluations were 

12.29-13.74%, 99.04-106.30% and 0.96-6.3%, 

respectively. Precision (CV %) and relative error 

percent acquired at each concentration should not 

exceed ±15%. The results of the precision and accuracy 

for intra- and inter-day are shown in Table 2. The 

results illustrate a good repeatability of response of 

HPLC system to different concentrations. 

 

Stability 

The stability of working standard samples was 

determined at ambient temperature by analyzing the 

solutions over a period of 6 h (Table 3). The aim was to 

ensure that the preparation of samples and analysis time 

did not contribute to the degradation and indicate that 

the samples will remain stable during the course of the 

analysis .The solutions were considered stable if the 

variability in the assay results was less than 15 % of 

initial.
14,21-23

 The stability of sirolimus SRL has been 

investigated previously and was shown that SRL even 

in whole blood was stable for 30 days at 4°C.
4,24

 

Therefore the results that SRL was stable during 

sample preparation and the analysis times are 

confirmed. 

 

Conclusion 

The analytical method described in this paper has good 

accuracy, precision, linearity and is suitable for SRL 

assay. As the method was successfully validated based 

on ICH guidelines, it can be readily used in quality 

control laboratories for the routine pharmaceutical 

analysis. Also this simple and rapid method can 

simplify performance in developing new formulations. 

Further investigations are necessary to adopt this 

method to protein binding analysis and clinical 

monitoring of plasma level in therapeutic drug 

monitoring (TDM) studies and dose adjustment. 
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Table 2. Intra-day and inter-day accuracy and precision obtained from calibration curves with three levels of QC samples. 

Added 

concentration 

(ng/ml) 

Intra-day Inter-day 

Mean measured 

(ng/ml) 

Precision 

(CV %) 

Accuracy 

(%) 

Relative 

Error % 

Mean calculated 

(ng/ml) 

Precision 

(CV %) 

Accuracy 

(%) 

Relative 

Error % 

1000 1021.85 ±93.37 9.188 102.18 2.18 990.41 ±151.47 12.294 99.041 0.96 

1500 1508.88 ±75.32 5.020 100.59 0.59 1534.62 ±256.92 13.742 102.308 2.30 

2000 2048.92 ±17.61 0.864 102.44 2.44 2126.15 ±333.58 12.689 106.307 6.30 

 

Table 3. SRL Stability after 6h in ambient temperature 

Initial 

concentration 

(ng/ml) 

Measured 

concentration 

(mean ± SD, ng/ml) 

Deviation 

% 

250 263.3±7.05 5.32 

1000 925.29±10.5 -7.47 

2000 1855.56±12.93 -7.25 
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